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Recent research in the history of foreign language teaching in Britain has highlighted the significance of Louis 
Chambaud’s work in the emergence of modern methods in the eighteenth-century. McLelland identifies him as a 
milestone in the development of the ‘practical grammar’ and targeted exercises (2017: 95-99), while Cohen claims 
that ‘the conceptual basis for his method became the rationale for French instruction in the nineteenth century 
and well into the twentieth’ (2003: 109). The popularity of Chambaud’s work among teachers and learners of 
French is evidenced by the numerous reprints and new editions it enjoyed on both sides of the Atlantic for more 
than a century after its publication in the 1750s. Yet, despite such legacy, little is known about Chambaud himself, 
his background, his training, and his intellectual development. 

This paper aims to fill this gap in the literature by exploring the influence of Abbé Girard, whom Chambaud 
described as ‘the only modern Grammarian worth reading’ (1750: 195), on the views developed in the ‘Essay on 
the Proper Method for Teaching and Learning that Language’ which forms the preface of Chambaud’s Grammar of 
the French Tongue (1750).  I first examine the connections between ‘the conceptual basis’ of Chambaud’s method 
and Girard’s views on grammar and grammar teaching. In particular, I show how Girard’s views on usage theories 
helped Chambaud move away from ‘learning by practice’ to advocate ‘learning grammatically’. I then concentrate 
on Girard’s distinction between the genius and the idiom of the language to show how Chambaud appropriated it 
to advocate deductive methods of learning. 
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